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ABBREVIATIONS & ACR00=0
AFETR Air Force Eastern Vest Range
AF'W".Ti Air Force Western Test Range
AGE. Aerospace Ground Equipment
AVE Airborne Vehicle Equipment
CEI Contract End Item
EMC Electromagnetic Compatibility
EMI Electromagnetic Interference
ESA Explosive Safe Area
ETR Eastern Test Runge
GFE Government Furnished Equipment
GSE Ground Support Equipment
ICD Interface Control Drawing
ITT, Integrate, Transfer & Launch (Facility)
ESC Kennedy Space Center
LeHC Lewis Research Center
LiCCE Launch Control & Checkout Equipment
RCS Reaction Control Zubsystem
RCSSE Reaction Control Subsystem Servicing Equipment
RF Radio Frequency
S&EA Structure & Equipment Assembly (Burner II Stage less
rocket motor)
S14AAB Solid Motor Assembly Building
ULO Unmanned Launch Operations
VW Western Hest Range
WV	 Weight of Propellant
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
191 INTRODUCTION
This report presents the results of a Centaur/Burner II integration
study conducted for NASA under the technical direction of Lewis
Research Center, Cogract NAS3-11802. The objectives of the
Integration study wte:
1. Develop conceptual engineering designs to integrate
efficiently the Burner II with the Centaur launch vehicle.
2. Determine the integration requirements of burner It Ground
Support Equipment (GSE) into the launch complex and
evaluate the resulting interface requirements with the
launch vehicle GSt.
3. Perform preliwtsary olootas studies to astabliab perform-
ance of Cast-e atr/btrmar tt w ` ; k 'I#tas IELD sad Titan IIID
boosters for #Lawomtary amd
	
++rriat tlrpe
missions.
4. Establish plem a lm rl esete aOA 0 ~s Ab *A-66d* fear
Incorporating the lar r It so OW 'i rfta	 s?sit t
vehicles.
The results of the study are costaisaed fa tam ►
 v*1 wwe« We 4evamemt
Volume Il icontains the schedule and cost data as well as do istegrattme
plan which was originally released and transmitted to WSA as a tuft
document, D2-116082-5.
Planning level costs segregated to Level 3 of the Work Breekdowa Stractmre
are presented and a summary schedule depicting the timing of played
activities is provided-'* ;;	 The ground rules and assumpti-me whicd pro-
vide the basis for both the costs and schedule are also presented.
D2-116103, Volume I, the companion to this document, contains the
technical description of the integration tasks which fora: a part of
the overall basis for the cost and schedule planning. Additional de-
finition is provided in the Integration Plan which is included as an
appendix to this document.
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1.2 SUNKAM
A summa~-y of the technical document, Volume I of D2-116103, as well as
this document, Volume II, is presented in the following section.
1.2.1 Background
NASA mission planning reflects the need for an upper stage on the Centaur
launch vehicle. Specific studies of the Centaur/Burner II for high energy
and synchronous equatorial missions have illustrated the value of the
Burner II velocity increment, guidance accuracy,; and attitude stabilization
capability. Forthcoming missions to the outer planets will rely on the
Jupiter swingby gravity assist. The potential of the Titan IIID/(;ontaur/
Burner II is shown to be compatible with 1600 - 1700 pound spacecraft
for this mission. In addition the Atlas SLV-3C or a Titan nn/Centaur/
Burner 11 could send a 1200 - 1800 pound spacecraft around Venus or go
direct to Mercury with an 800 - 900 pound spacecraft.
The ability of tae Burner II to provide the 5.5 hour coast required for
synchronous equatorial missions allows either the Atlas SLV-3C or the
Titan IIIB/Centaur to place 1300 - 1400 pound spacecraft in synchronous
orbit. Spacecraft of this size are compatible with data relay satellite
systems. Burner II elimViates ` :ie need for apogee motors and transfer
coast attitude control systems in the spacecraft. Thus the spacecraft
In orbit is not required to either jettison the spent injection motors
or provide sufficient control authority to retain them with the space-
craft. Payloads of up to 2700 pounds can be placed in synchronous
equatorial orbit with the Titan IIID/Improved Centaur/Burner II vehicle.
The Centaur/Burner II integration provides a significant step in the
process of integrating Burner II with Centaur for future NASA missions.
1.2.2 Scope
The Centaur/Burner II integration euvidy was divided into eleven tasks to
cover the broad aspects of the study objectives. The study pursued each
of the tasks to the depth required to produce conceptual designs, program
documentation visibility, and operational concepts that could be priced to
a planning estimate level. The objectives, ground rubes, and ma®aitt^cie
of the study effort established the depth at which each of eleven tasks
of the study were pursued. The study, of six month duration, included
an initial performance evaluation of (2) boosters (Titan IIIB /Centaur
and Titan 11M/Centaur), (7) Burner II configurations, and two types of
missions for a 28 point performance matrix. Taro Burner II configurations
were selected for further study involving preliminary designs of a
Burner II-to-Centaur adapter and Burner Il-to-payload structure and
related interface details. The structural design details established
were strongly influenced by the ground rule payload weight of 2800
pounds. Integration of the Burner II flight stage vith the Improved
Centaur and integration of the Burner II OSE into the Titan n% complex
were analyzed. An integration plan was developed to provide the basis
for the pricing and schedule outputs of the study. The shroud used in the
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f^ study was conceptual and does not necessarily re resent the final config-uration. The Centaur was the "L" version with 	 minute coast capability.
1.2.3 Surmmary of Study Results
A summary b.V task of the study output reveals the following:
1.2.3.1 The 28 point performance matrix analysis indicated that while
a significant  performance improvement was achieved by integrating a
Durner II with the Titan IIID/Centaur and the Titan IIIB/Centaur it made
little difference which Burner II configuration was used. With this in
mind a selection was made of the Standard Burner II and a growth motor
Burner II as the configurations for the detailed integration and per-
formance analysis. It also beca t apparent that designing for 2800 pound
synchronous equatorial payload capability would penalize the lighter
weight lower cg planetary payloads by up to 100 pounds. Consequently a
separate weight estimate vas made for the adapter to be used with 1200 to
1500 pound planetary payloads for the final payload vs. velocity plots.
1.2.3.2 The mechanical design of the Centaur-to-Burner II adapter and
nor Il-to-payload support structure as well as the structural modifica-
tions to Burner II were completrA to meet the'loads and stiffness criteria
Imposed by the study ground rules. Me resulting adapter designins a semi-
monocoque two piece structure. Both sections of the adapter are used for
the growth motor Burner II while only one section is used for the shorter
Standard Burner II. The structural modifications required for the Burner
II stage are primarily gauge changes in the existing design to react the
additional. loads. The payload support structure provides a bolt circle at
the payload interface that is the same as the bolt circle at the top
(Sta. 2491 .80) of the Improved Centaur. This payload interface definition
was selected because of the lack of a specific spacecraft to integrate with
and because this approach would allow the spacecraft to be flown on the
Improved Centaur with or without Burner II depending on the mission re-
quirements. The weight of the Centaur/Burner II adapter is strongly in-
fluenced by the payload weight and cg location. Weight data was developed
for both a 50 percent eg and 25 percent cg location for the 2800 pound
ground rule: payload. The adapter design included a separation analysis to
verify adequate clearance during in-flight separation of the Burner 11 from
the Centaur.
1.2.3.3 Electrical integration of the Burner II with the Improved Centaur
was analyzed in terms of wiring interfaces, signal functional interfaces,
power distribution and 1W performance. All 12 Burner II-to-Centaur inter-
face wires can be carried through one in-flight separation connector.
Trade studies of the muting of payload umbilical wires through Burner II
Indicate that a second Burner II-to-Centaur convector would be required to
get the payload umbilical down to the Centaur umbilical island. An BF
link analysis for Burner II and specified ground facilities indicated that
the Berner II ftlemetry System could be modified for adequate performance
at synchronous ml.titude by an increase in transmitter parer from 5 vatts to
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12 watts and other minor system changes. Burner 'rT41emetry transmission
prior to shroud jettison can he handled by RP slots in the shroud located
In relation to the Burner 1% S-Band antenna to provide an acceptable re-
radiated antenna prat-tern.
1.2.3.4 The intentional destruction of Burner II by either range safety
c omrna^n^ or from premature separation of the Burner I. from the Centaur is
provided for with the Burner II destruct system mounted in the Burner II-
to-Centaur adapter. The command dee' •--uet signal comes to Burner II by
way df the Centaur command destruct receivers.
1.2-3.5 The Burner II/Centaur guidance system error analysi s revealed
that the predominant error associated with Burner II integration with
Centaur was the attitude transfer error of 1.0 ° (all .+xis) associated with
transferring the attitude reference of V.ie Qentaur to the Burner II during
Burner II gyro uncage. Methods to reduce the attitude transfer error were
explored. It has been determined that a remotion in attitude transfer
error to .44° is obtained if the Burner II gyros are uncaged during a
30 to 50 second non-guidance-steering segment of the Centaur second burn.
Lateral accelerometers added to the Burner II strapped down guidance
system sense cross-axis accelerations due to attitude misalignment with
the thrust vector during the reference period that Centaur is thrusting
along a preprogrammed inertial vector. Corrections are computed in Burner
II from the sensed cross-axis accelerations so that the Burner II pitch
and yaw gyros can be torqued to be aligned with the established Centaur
inertial reference. Centaur modifications for this concept are limited to
software. Burner II changes required involve the addition of accelero-
meters and some computing circuitry.
1.2.3.6 The electromagnetic interference aspect of integrating the Burner
a with the Improved Centaur was analyzed in terms of interface signals,
grounding, and RF coupling. The latching type relays used on Burner II
for signal interfaces are highly insensitive to EMI and sufficient testing
has been done on Burner II with EM environment in excess of.:*the Centaur/
Burner II predicted levels to verify a satisfactory signal interface. The
groundinir 10hilosophies of the Burner II (single point ground) and the
^entait-jeinnte point except for the igniters and recirculating pump) are
different but analysis of the specific circuits involved indicate that no
adverse effects will occur. The destruct ordnance initiate circuit is not
involved in the grour 4Ing differences because no ground exJ.ste on the Burner
II tide of the interface for this circuit.
1 .2.3.7 Field operations for processing the Burner II at the ZTR verve
stu3 ec and detailed functional flow diagrams prepared. The fla g diagrams
were used as a basis for establishing ETR and Seattle requirements for
ground support equipment, services, and facilities. A primary consideration
was environmental control of the payload. A concept of payload, encapsula-
tion within the nose shroud was developed to provide enelrormrental control
of the payload from the time it is encapsulated in a clean roam until
vehicle launch. Equipmeut, required to support this concept includes a
transporter assembly with suitable positioning hardware to independently
support the shroud and the B in er II/Plarload combination.
 Sm only new
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electrical GSE identified are minor items such as suitcase size Centaur
signal simulator, cables, etc. The vajor new mechanical GSE identified
is the transporter mentioned above.
1.2.3.8 The facility requirements for integrating Burner II with the
Cntevr apt K.S.C. include a high bay, explosive safe, clean room for the
assembly of the Spacecraft/Burner II/Shroud combination with the space-
craft encapsulation concept. Service tower modifications are minor
Involving the removal or modifications of some of the folding work platforms.
1.2-3.9 The reliability of the Earner II for a Titan /Centaur/Burner II
synchronous equatorial mission is estimated to be .955. This is con-
sidered a valid estimate for the first flight of the above vehicle since
the Burner II is a mature flight system. This maturity is based on
eight successful Thor/Burner II missions out of eight launches and also
on the flight experience of the Burner II system components on other
vehicles, such as Scout, and Thor/Delta. Consideration of the effects
of the Van Allen belt radiation exposure for the synchronous equate-tial
mission profile have been included in the estimated reliability of the
Burner II electronic components. The safety analysis of the integration
of Burner II with the Titan/Centaur vehicle, including.the interfacing
with the shroud, the launch facility and the GSE, indicates that the
hazards en(:ountered are typical of current missiles and space systems
Involving 3rdnance devices, solid and liquid propellants and pressurized
systems. The integration can be performed within the normally accel cable
risk limits for unmanned space systems.
1.2-3-10
  The task of integrating Burner II with the Centaur for a
specific mission involves interfaces with the booster, Centaur, shroud,
launch facilities and payload contractors as well as the various NASA
agencies. These program interfaces were reviewed and an integration plan
was establi
€hed to account for all of the tasks to be performed in the
integration of Burner II with Centaur for an ETR launch on the Titan
booster. The integration plan provided visibility in terms of Design,
Analysis, Testing and Documentation for the Boeing tasks as well as an
approxi,:ation of the Boeing tasks relative to the other contractor's and
to first Burner II delivery for a Titan/Centaur mission at ETR. Pricing
ground rules were established to provide further program scope to the
pricing effort.
Recurring unit cost for the y
 Burner II vehicle including payload support and
Centaur adapter is approximately $500,000 excluding the motor wricb is WE.
A detailed breakdown of nonrecurring and complete recurring costs is pre-
sented in Figures 3=1 and 3-2.
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2.0 GROUND HULLS
The following costing ground rules were used to generate the cost data
si maara.rized on Figure 3-1 for a seventeen X17) vehicle program.
2.1 SCHEDUTE
a. First launch Yhy 1974, second launch October 1974 1
 three launches
per year in 1975 through 1979. Total launches - 17.
b. First AVE delivery to ETR required 9 weeks prior to l nrunch .
C., G3F required at ETR 11 weeks prior to first launch.
d. Assume Titan/Centaur already integrated and Titar./Centaur tests and
Payload checkout at pad can be performed in parallel with Burner II
checkout.
e. AVE deliveries at the rate of one every two months.
f. Delivery schedule is essentially the same for both configuration
options and for both mission options.
g. A Burner II launch crew is assumed required during the booster
integrated test period prior to launch (3 weeks for first launch,
1 week for second and on launches)
2.2 COMIGUF,ATION
a. Burner II, payload support and Centaur adapter configuration per
Section 2.2 of the Final Study Report, D2-U6103, Volume I.
. Standard Burner II (1440 lbs Wp), quantity u' 17
. Grawth Burner II (2300 The WP).- quan i 4 cf 17
b. Payload weight is 2800 pound for Synchronous Equatorial missions and
1200 pounds for Escape Missions with cg location. 1/2 height at payload,
centrally' located.
C. Boeing designs and builds the adapter and payload support.
d. Payload wire bundle (50 wires) routed throngb Bha ner II. Burner II
provides payload separation sigr ►al to the payload electrical connector.
2.3 MISSION
a. Easterly launch from ETR.
b. Earth Escape &salons and Synchronous Equatorial Missions.
c. On Earth Escape Missions, extended coast capability not required.
d. Recun-ing launches are priced as if all mlesions and payloads are
Identical.
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2.4 GENERAL
a. A complete set of Burner II spares will be provided at ETR.
be Price is presented to Level 3 of the Program Breakdown Structure shown
on Figure 3-3.
C * 1970 pricing rates have been used to price the entire efLort.
d. Recurring and nonrecurring costs are priced separately.
e. Assume a continuing contracted Burner II program during the 1974-1979
time period.
f. Pricing for the Boeing encapsulation is segregated as an identifiable
package. It is assumed that payload encapsulation must be performed
whether or not Boeing is responsible. If Boeing is not responsible,.
the Shroud will not be required in Seattle for the physical inte-
gration test. In either case, Boeing will design and build the
Burner II peculiar handling equipment including the transporter.
g. Rocket Motors are coated as GFE.
he Nonrecurring costs include design and development test, first set of
GSE and tooling.
2.5 E. 2.UIPMENT, SERVICES AND GFE
a. Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)
Equipment which is known to be available from federal stock or at
the launch site or equipment which would normally be provided by
other contractors such as payload handling slings or shroud segment
handling equipment, is listed as GFE and not priced.
be Government Furnished Services
Services which are known to be available from the government at
ETR or which would normally be provided by other contractors such
as facility modification, is listed as gov%c ment furnished and
not priced.
c. Government Furnished Facilities
C'",
C ,c	 yS
All facilities required at ETR are considered government furnished
and not priced.
a
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d. Documentation
The integration of all program documentation is considered govern-
mented furnished. Boeing has priced inputs to the program documents
and preparation of all Burner II unique documentation.
e. Ground Support Equipment (GSE)
Price includes Boeing providing all GSE other-.-than the GFE for
accomplishment of Boeing's job at Seattle and ETR. Quantities of
equipment are as follows:
o One set of handling and transportation equipment will be
provided. Equipment will be utilized in Seattle during
integration testing and then shipped to ETR.
o Three sets of permanently installed Launch Control and Check-
out Equipment (LCCE) will be provided. Two for ETR and one for
Seattle.
o Two sets of portable LCCE ;Dill be provided; one for Seattle and
one for ETR.
o One set of Reaction Control Subsystem Servicing Equipment (RCSSE)
will be provided,for ETR.
o One Launch Facility Mod Kit will be provided for ETR.
The costs of the above noted 2 sets or permanent LCCE and single not of
portable LCCE is shown =Aer recurring costs on Figure 3-1 since this
equipment would be permanently located at the ETR site to support a 17
la meb program.
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3.0 COSTS
This section contains the planning (±20x) cost estimate for the
performance of the subject program in accordance with the specific-&wand rules
contained in Section 2.0 of this document.
Costs and related information have been segregated and presented as
follows in Figure 3-1.
o Costs for each Level 3 Task for each selected configuration.
o Manhours for engineering and manufacturing for each configuration
for each Level 3 Task.
o Recurring and nonrecurring costs for each selected configuration.
o Encapsulaticn costs - recurring and nonrecurring.
The Program Breakdown Structure which provides the framework for this
estimate is also included in this section in Figure 3-3.
Included in this section, Figure 3-2, is a cost summary for a varying program
level; a single Burner II unit, three units, and six units. The 1T unit
figures are also repeated here for reference. Ground rules for the 1, 3, and
6 unit programs are the sake as those given in Section 2.0 With the following
specific exceptions:
•	 All units are delivered prior to the first launch.
G. one set of GSB is required and'is included in non-recurring costs.
This set of GSE will be used for 'integration testing and checkout in
Seattle and delivered to WR eleven weeks prior to the first launch.
The necessary "launch out plant" costs assume that for 6 la:,:aches
ataa rate of two per year the key people are sustained between launches.
For 3 launches at a rate of one per year a new crew is trained for
each launch. For a singU Burner II, the Seattle ;heckait crew will
be the launch crew.
Spares support includes only the initial set. Component failure will
require refurbishment or VF%. replacemsiA ta.maietaitt: .spare! 1ar^en#zory.
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4.0 SCHEDULES
Figure 4-1 is the summary schedule for performing the integration of
Burner II with the Centaur/Titan launch vehicle in accordance with
the ground rules contained in Section 2.0 of this document. The gross
timing for each of the major elements of planned activity is reflected.
Figure 4-2 is a more detailed depiction of the planned integration
testing.
l
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Integration Plan - Burner II/Centaur Integration Study.
A
}
NOTBs This information was previously submitted to NASA
as Section I of D2-116082-5. Minor revisions and
clarifications have been incorporated based on NASA
comssents at the 2nd Study Progress Review in early
September. Revisions are noted with an "R" in the
right margin.
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C
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In compliance with the Burner II Integration Study Contract NAS 3-11802,
Exhibit "A", Statement of Work 111.K, Task 11, Item I, Study plan, The
Boeing Company hats prepared in this document the Integration Plan as
described in Task A of Document D2-116082-3, "Study Plan".
This Integration Plan presents the overall picture of the tasks required
to actually accomplish the Burner II/Centaur integration for a generalized
mission from the Titan complex at the Kennedy Space Center,
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INTEGRATION PLAN
GE. NER^AL
The material presented in the Integration Plan is arranged to describe
the Burner II to Centaur Integration. The tasks and responsibilities
of the participants other than Boeing are treated in general terms
while the Boeing tasks are treated in sufficient detail to provide•a
basis for cost estimatlon.
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1.0 MISSION DESCRIPTION
1.1 MISSIONS
a. Earth Escape Mission
b. Synchronous Equatorial Mission
1.2 GROUND RULES
a. On Earth Escape missions the Burner II tires Immediately after the
Centaur and an extended coast capability is not required.
b. For Synchronous Equatorial Missions the Burner II will have extended
coast capability for the 5.5 hour coast to synchronous altitude.
Burner II will provide the injection velocity for orbit circularization
and plane change. Burner II will provide the attitude stabilization
and required thermal maneuvers during coast to synchronous apogee.
2.0• RESFONSIBILLITIES
The Boeing Company responsibilities will include:
Responsibility for the Burner II Flight Stage including payload
support;
• Responsibility for the Centaur to Burner II Adapter
• Responsibility for integration of the Spacecraft with Burner II
• Responsibility for Burner II AGE
• Providing Burner II Installation and Checkout Procedures
• Providing Burner Il-to-Shroud Interface requirements to the Shroud
Contractor.
• Providing the Burner II only Flange Safety Documentation.
Interface coordination and participation in total program integration is
defined in Section 3-
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The tasks required to accomplish integration of the Burner II with the Titan/
Centaur vehicle are su: =ized in this section. Primary e=:,., za.sis is given to
identification of interfaces between elements of the system and the contractor
coordination through Lewis Research Center necessary to complete the tasks.
With operational status assured for the Titan/Centaur/Shroud/ITL Coaplex,
Integration tasks for these elements are limited to providing or verifying
compatibility with Burner II and the intended range of payloads and missions.
The Boeing approach to integration is to make mutx:La= utilization of existing
Titan/Centaur hardware and software and minimize their modification. Thus,
It is intended that existing interfaces gill be preserved and, to the extent
possible, that modifications to the Titan/Centaur system be limited to mission
arA payload requirements. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 reflect the elements of the
Integration task and the general operational concept.
3.1 TBAJECTORr AND GUIDA110E DEVELOremi i'
The steps that are required for tra jectory and guidance development are sho ►:ni
In Figure 3-3. The organization responsibility for performing each step is
Indicated by the coding on each block in the diagram. Trajectory and guidance
development will commence with a definition of the spacecraft and its mission
requirements. Using performance weight statements and propulsion models of
the launch vehicle tra jectono oytim^i.zation trades will be performed to
establish th_e mission flight profile. The launch vehicle flight profile will
be analyzed in two phases; 1) The Titan/Centaur flight using Centaur
 guidance,
and 2) The Burner II fli 't having a separate guidance mode. For synchronous
orbit missions the TitanT6enteur vil.l be targeted to the Centaur burnout point
€t the perigee of the transfer ellipse. For escape missions the Titan/Centaur
will be targeted to the Burner II startburn point. In each instance the
Burner 11 will be targeted-to the desired spacecraft trajectory. The mission
sequence of events will define Centaur and Burner II coast times and any
necessary modification requirements for extended coast.
A Titan►/Centacar trajectory analysis will be performed to identify the general
trajectory guidance programming required for each booster and W modifications
to their guidance systems. A Titan/Ccataur error analysis will be performed,
followed by guidance equation development and a trajectory targeting analysis.
The output of this analysis will be a Titan/Centaur covariance error matrix,
the Burner II startburn windows constraints on the launch windcs4 ., Range Safety
tapes and final Titan/Centaur guidance constants.
The analyses of Burner II separation from Centaur and t:ze 'spacecraft will define
the separation control modes and their Guidance and Reaction Control systen (RCS)
requirements. The Burner II trajectory analysis aril]. define the duration of
the Burner II coast mode, the b"xrnout vernier correebien mode, if used, and
Injection troth;. From :these R S, Guidance, Telemetry and power system design
modificatior. requirements will be identified as well as arq consequent WE
design modifications. F ron the resulting Boner II design a f iaal. Burner 11
a
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weight and velocity model will be developed for the Titan/Centaur targeting
analysis. A Burner II guid=ce equation development and tart; Ling analysis
will establish the final Burner II guidance constants and the spacecraft
trajectory and its dispersions.
3.2 VMCLE C0:•iP°ATIBMITY V1" 1L^'Iw4TIO!T
As shorn in Figure 3 -4, verification of the structural integrity and control
stability of the Titan/Centaur/Larner II vehicle during boost vill require the
combined effort of the vehicle contractors coordinated through Lewis Research
Center. Burner iI structuraLl design will proceed from a preliminary estimate
of boost loads and stiffness requirements for the Adapter/Burner II/payload
structure.
A total vehicle bending; codes analysis will be performed using a preliminary
estimate of adapter/Burner II/payload structure mass and stiffness. One bending
made analysis will support a dynamic flight loads a.rmlysis and a Titan flight
control stability analysis. Tf:e dynamic loads analysis brill consider vehicle
launch availability and be included in a total vehicle loads analysis which
will establish structural requirements for each of the vehicle stages.
The bending anodes analysis and the{chicle loads analysis will define the
final adapter,/ Burner II/payload stiffness and loads requirements. These re-
quirements will be verified with a static proof test and a modal survey test.
Desi&n modification requirements for the upper portion of the shroud will be
Identified for Bura2er II'and the payload and incorporated on the shroud Inter-
face Control Drawing (ICD). Burner II and payload interfaces will be incor-
porated on the Centaur/Burner II ICD. The Centaur forward mechanical interface
will be duplicated on the Burner II forward interface to maintain a common
Centeur/payload interface with or without Burner II.
3.3 IME MTIO21 TETI'i;`G.
Test activity to support intearation of Burner II with the Titan/Centaur vehicle
Is shown in Figure 3-5, tests to be performed by Boeing in Seattle will include
verifl.-ations of adapter/Burner II/payload structural stren,,,-,'.h and stiffness=
general phhysical and functionr.1 integration testing of Burner .II AV.: and GSL
design rodifications erA iL. erfaces betueen the shroud, payloa=d. and Burner II;
Wr testing and a co►kplete fli ht simulation test of the Burner II; and a
weight and balance test of the Burner II. The Burner II/Centaur adapter will
be shipped to General Dynamics for physical and functional irte,7ation tests
with the Centaur using Burner.II,/Centaur  and payload/Centaur GSB si^nulators.
These tests are described in Section 4 of the Integration Plan.
Integration testing at Kennedy Space Center will include Burner II/payload/
upper shroud assembly and checkout in the Zcplosive Sale AY'ea and total vehicle
asseniely, cheel.out and combined s etem compatibility testin3 on the launch pad.
These tests krill be described under the Study Tasks 7 end 8 and are su=., rized
In Figure 3-5.
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3.4 LAUNCH COPeM INTEGRATION
The launch complex integration task is summarized in Figure 3-6. Physical
Integration of Burner II with the IM Complex will require definition and
allotment of facilities to support Burner II GSE and operations. Items to
be considered for physical integration include equipment infrallations, cable
rung, umbilicals, work platforms .  utilities, assembly and test areas, safety
provisions and on-pad air conditioning. Launch facility interface requirements
and interface and installation drawings will be entered into the IM Complex
configuration accounting system.
Integration of Burner II with the launch complex operations will be accomplished
through working group meetings chaired by the NASA Launch Working Group at
Kennedy Space Center. Through these meetings all field activities of launch
vehicle contractors, NASA and the Air Force will be coordinatt!, integrated
and scheduled.
3.5 PROGRAM DOCUMMATION
Basic Burner II program documentation has been developed for use at the AFWTR.
This documentation, with revisions to reflect Centaur/Burner II integration
design modifications, will generally satisfy the AFETR Documentation System
and the Kennedy Space Center Docum...ntation System requirements. The docu-
mentation required for a specific launch Will be assembled by the launch
vehicle contractor, General Dynamics, and submitted to the Air Force at ETR
through KSC/ULO. Program documentation required to support a launch at ETR
Is indicated in Figure 3-7.
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4.0 BOErNG ... T z*MGU XTALYSIS. AND TEMING
This section will deal --et:: the specific tasks that Boeing Will accomplish
for the integration of garner II With the Improved Centaur. The tasks are
described under the four hea Ungs of Design ,  Analysis .9 Testirgp and Program
Documentation.
4.1 DESIGN
The following harlware and/or systems will be designed to meet the requirements
Impose3-by integrating Burner II with the Improved Centaur for Synchronous
Zquatorial and rlanetary 2• 1-M ssions.
4.1.1 Centaur to Burner II Adap!,er.
Boeing will design and fabricate an -adapter combination similar in concept to
that shown in Figure 4-1. The adapter will be caFable of accommodating
either the TE-364-2 Burner II or the TE-364-4 Burner II. The adapter . ►ill
contain the Burner II destruct eystem, the Burner II separation system ] and
appropriate wiring. The adapter Will be of semi-nmonocoque construction with
aluminum and magnesium panele t
 ring stiffnersp and 3 tapered longerons.
4.1.2 Burner II Sta,e Modificatir::s
The design changes required in the Virner II flight stage involve flight
systems and payload support structure. The flight systems requiring design
changes are:
a. Electrical Power System:
Add batteries to provide for 6 hours atssioa duration;
Provide appropriate wiring for Centaur to Spacecraft and Burner II to
spacecraft signals and appropriate interface connectors.
r. i'
b. Telemetry System:
Replace existing Telemetry transmitter with a higher power unit for
syurhronous altitude range
Provide Appropriate Wiring
Burner 11 structural design modifications are required to tccomzolste a
28M poura,
 payload. h payload suppert concept similer to .:hat shorn in
Figure 4-2 will be designed ani fabricate3_ to mate with the payload interface
and provide adequate stiffness and load carrying capability. The inflight
separation system for the payload shall not be part of the Boeing payload
support structuwe.
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4.1.3 Burner II Mechanical ACE.
Additional Burner II mechanical AGE will be required for the processing
operations associated with the payload encapsulation concept shown in
Figure 4-3. The new mechanical AGE to de designed includes:
a. Sizroud/Buraer II/Payload handling sling with spreader bar;
b. Shrou /Burner II/Payloafl handling ring;
e. Shroud/Burner II/Payload transportater
d. Burner II/Clean Room cover;
e. Lift cable assemblies;
f. Miscellaneous Sling;, hand tools, work platforms, and dollies.
4.1.4 Burner II Electrical AGE.
Additional Electrical AGE to be designed includes*:
a. A cable set;
b. Burner II/Centaur simulator;
c. Payload Simulator;	 .
d. Squib simulator.
*MTE: These items will be similar to existing Burner II AGE.
4.2 ENGIREERIEG XTALYS IS
The Engineering Analysis associated with integrating the Burner II with the
Improved Centaur and a Spacecraft Payload are described here to provide scope,
purpose and sufficient description for cost estimation.
4.2 .1 Burner IT Performance Analysis.
This analysis shall include all work done to identify the Burner II contribution
to the mission payload capability and accuracy. A trajectory analysis wi:1 be
conducted, within the mission constraints, to optimize and define the payload
gapabtlitys determine the flight sequence-of-eventsp define Tital Mission
accuracy and indicate any Range Safety inputs.
Payload capability will be defined with the aid of Centaur parametric
performance datap at Burner II separations thatcovers the range of mission
alternatives. Mission alternatives include all the implications of the
selected mission launch window.
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4.2.1 Burner IZ Performe—nee Anal*.rsis (Continued)
The flight seg7aence-of-events will be defined to cover all events prior to
and after Burner II separation that relate to the Burner lI portion of the
mission. Mission accuracy analyses Will be develo-ed for all mission
alternatives With the aid of Centaur burnout position, velocity and attitule
ecirm ariance matrices. These data •mill be combined with the Burner II errors
to provide a state vector error covariance matrix at spacecraft separation.
The impact of the Burner II on Range Safety Will be evaluated. This analysis
will include all possible malfunction codes such as premature ignition or
separation and the effect: of destruct action.
Completion of these analyses are predicated on the adequa ..e availability of
necessary input data such as:
1. Booster performance during mission launch window;
2. Flight sequence-of-events for pre-Burner SI portion of mission;
z3, All accuracy analysis data for the boost stages that has implications
0	 on the mission accuracy.J
4.2.2 • Structural Analysis
The Structural Analysis for the integration of Burner I7 with the Improved
I-	 Centaur 
will include the following:
W	 a. Perform detailed strength and stiffness analysis of the payload support
a. structure# Burner II structurev a-A the adapter structure.
a b. ki^ raluate vibration environments for the payloal and Berner II stage ' and
establish qualifying requirements for equipment components.
c. Perform Structural Analysis of ground haniling equipment.
d. Verify qualification of equirment components.
e. Perform Weight, cg, and inertia..analysis.
f. Provide appropriate mass and stiffness data for the Pa7load/Berner II/
adapter eombi^ation to-the Launch Vehicle Integration Contractor for
the Total Launch Vehicle Loads Analysis.
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4.2.3 Electrical System Analysis
An electrical loaf analysis will be perfc=el for the B ,=er IT ve!dcle when
the mission time line anal.ysia or total rpquence-of-events becomes available.
The analysis results will be use el to se?^ct the size of the main battery
and also the Telemetry tottery from avat Lble space qualifi el cells &-A bat tery
cases. Btmmex II operating time for specific missions i.e. ,. six hours for
the Sync` ronzus Egtatorial ALission or 1/2 hour for the Pianetary Mission
vill have a direct arm predominate effect on batter-.1 weight and vehicle
weight and balance results.
An Rr link analysis will be performed to provide requirements for the
Telemetry transmitter power and antenna details. Specific ground tracking
axed co==dcation facilities will be identified for the 1 7 link analysis as
appropriate for the mission iavolved.
Are electrcm:,netic environment analysis will be made to determine sensitivity
of B=ner II Systems to the Launch Vehicle. This will be accomplished by
RF coupling, analysis ,#
 Burner II/Centaur Interface Signals Analysis, and a
Grounding Analysis. The coupling data will be used to establish 17 signal
strength (at Burner II) which will be compared with previous Burner II IIii
sensitivity -data. The interface signal and grounding analysis will be
used to locate potential compatibility problems and provide electrical
interface design data.
4.2.4 Diraer II Flight Dynamics Analysis
Analysis will be conducted to verify all aspects of flight dynAmics for the
Burner II/vPayload combination. The: analyses will include:
a. Separation Analysis of the Burner II/Centaur separation. This will be
used to verify the separation clearances and separation rates as well as
establish inputs to the xission accuracy analysis.
b. Separation Analysis of the Payload/Burner II separation. This analysis
frill verify the status of the payload in terms of attitude position,#
attitude rates ,#
 and separation environment.
e. Burner II Control System Analysis. This will verity the control system
stability and perf'orranee for reaction control system requirements. "ate
adequacy of thrust levels an3 of Flight Control Electronies^compensation
to provide stability :rgrgins and control during long coast periods will
also be verified. This analysis will include a detailel evaluation of
the "slow roll" technique as proposed for gyro drift cancellation
during extended coast missionm. Roll rates selected will be compatible
with the therm:. maneuver requirements as well as the gyro drift
cancellation requirements.
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4.2.5 Burner II Ther,.,ai Analysis
A thermal analysis krill be conducted to verify the Burner flight systems
ability to operate during the six hour coast requirement for the 4;-..;Lroaous
Equatorial Mission. The diurnal and seasonal variations inherent in the
possible range of launch times, as vell as the extenled er^osure times rest
In a more severe range of equipment ervironnents. Continuous roll of the
vehicle as proposed for guidance accuracy improvements gill be particularly
advantagioas to the Thermal environment of the Burner I1 equipment.
No test program is anticipated and all thermal design support will be
accomplishes. analytically. The existing analytical thermal modelof Burner II
will require updating to the proposed vehicle configuration. Roll rates for
the "slow roll" during coast brill be determined for best thermal results
since the accuracy requirements for the "slog roll"maneuver can be a(:hieved
over a vide range o: roll rates.
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4.^1 Introduction. The objectives of integration testing are as follows:
Demonstrate compliance of AYE and GSE hardware with the quality assurance
provisions of the System and CE;I Specifications;
Verify compatibility of }Burner II subsystems with each other and com-
patibility of the Burner II " system with its interfacing system;
Yerify, by A.
	 the design and engineering analyses used to develop
the Burner II AVE;
. Validate the Burner II Acceptance Test and field processing procedures;
Integr to and checkout the total launch vehicle/payload/Range system to a
point of readiness for countdown and launch,
All testing will be conducted on flight hardware. No qualification testing
will be done on non-structural components unless such components have not been
qualified by prior use, similarity, etc. Do reliability testing will be done
for the purpose of measuring or improving system reliability; however, ary
test malfunctions or failures will be evaluated for possible Implications to
system reliability.
To the maximum extent possible, integration testing will be conducted in
series with noraal assembly of the Burner II stage. This approach has the
following advantages:
Hardware assemblies vill be tested as soon as they become available,
providing a maxim: of time for any required retest or corrective action;
Engineering and evaluation test set-up and tear-d= will be minimi-.ed
for a larw cost ♦ :at program.
4.3.2 BoeinaPhase I Te^ sting. The following tests will be accomplished at
the Boeing Space Center, Seattle:
4,3 .2.1 Static Loads Test. A proof load test of the eombincd Burner II
Structure an EquipmentAssembly and adapter structure will be performed
to de :onstrate Its structural inte,=ity and verify its stiffn e- is. The
adapter will be mounted on a base support test fixture and loads will be
applied through the Structure and Equipment Assembly payload support inter-
faces and rocket motor tbrott ;h loading fixtures. The loads will be applied at
110 percent of the predicted maxi== about two pt.. pendiculaar axes for criticcl
lateral load conditions .jind for the critical combination of axial and lateral
acceleration conditions. Instiv aentation will be Installed to define
stresses at critical locations and to accurately define the structural
deflection characteristics.
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4.3.2.2 Model Survey Test. Since the Tit nn/Centaur/Burner II vehicle is ex-
pected to cart payloads having a vexiety of struttural cheracteristies a
precise knowledee of the Burner II Structure and Equipment zs erbly/adapter
structural stiffness parameters and major resonances would be valuable for
defining total vehicle structure - control system
	
aM c coupling limitations.
The modal survey test will provide this knouledve throuZ2i measurement of
structura mode al-apes and frequencies. Structure and Equipm ent assembly and
adapter used in the static load test will be mounted on the static test base
support fixture and small shakers gill be used to excite t.-.c test article.
Actual equipment components or mass simulated components will be installed on
the 5&Zt. and a payload simulator, having the largest, hiZhest center-of-
gravity mass anticipated, will be attached to the Structure and Equipment
Assersbly payload support. The structure will be instru mented with accelero-
mete ^s so that When the vibrator sweeps through tb- natural structural fre-
quencies the mode shapes can be determined.
4.3.2.3 PjZsical
 Integration Test. A test will be performed to verify the
^IM. i  nl ^ ^M- ^•
physical compatibility of new and existing Burner II AVE and OSE, the edapter,
the payloa. ,d interface, the payload-to-Ceu}-aur cable and the upper portion of
the shroud. Tice test frill also be used t;: validate in-plant and field assembly
and processing procedures. Equipment required will include the Burner II AVE,
GGE for handling and transportation (MT) and Launch Control and Checkout (LCCE),
the adapter, the upper portion of the shroud, the base support test fixture and
payload structural interface sira,:L nor used will be inspected for fit. The
shroud interfaces vill be tested for encapsulation fit, 31,zoud clearances and
accessibility throng'? doors. Electrical connectors will be mated for fit check.
4.3.2.4 Functional Integration Test. Following the phyr ical integration test
the shroud will be removed and tests will be perfor wd to verify functional
interaces between the Burner II AV,, the adapter and the Burner II electrical
QSE. Success of this test requires that all Burner II subsystems perform all
modes of operation when operating concurrently with all other subsystems.
All instrumentation requirements are contained in the Bu rner II electrical GS
vhicil till. be
 c-mlibrated before the test. The GSZ will ircliuie a Centaur
Interface electrical simulator. 116 reaction control fluids or ordnance device;;
trill be used.
4..2.5 R•LZ Test. A Burner II System Level Test sill be pee f oznaed to verify
^1 Elec"160roriaSnific Compstibility (EIdC) of AVE and GSE subsystems, (2) Inter-
ference - introducted by the payload, Centaur, the payload -to-Centaur cable and
the Pange is within acceptable Yiraits, and (3) F-40 of the new Burner II tele-
metry subsystem. The test contiguration will be the same as for the Functional
Integration test except that a tel6tetry ground station will al ,.o be required
and electrical si=alatrn-s to opere4e the payloa8-to-Centaur cable. Instrumenta-
tion will include os01110300pes and tape recorders to monitor and identity the
nature of Interference s± .s and equip::ent to a luul.ate tame. sigmas a higher
noise level. The interference signature at eritie »l test mints will be re-
carded and reinjected into the Burner II at a six decibel higher level. The
Burner n AVE Kill be required to operate without unacceptable response or
malfunction through all flight functions in the similated environment. The
known payload, Centaur and Range r- environments sill be sl=aated during
this test.
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4.3.2 .6Fl i ght Control Simulation Test. A test will be perforz-ad on the
Burner II Guidance and Control (G&-C) subsystem to verify attitude control
stability and reactio • . control subsystem nitro;en capacity. An analog
simlation of vehicle control dynamics will be used to opeNece the G&C
subsystem in a closed loop test for compatibility and stability. An
analog computer will be required to input signals developed fro:a an
analog flight control si..mul .ation analysis. All modes of Burner II flight
Mill be simulated.
C
C
c
C 4.3.2.7 Antenna Test. Quarttelemery system to establish
radiation patterns and verify
the vehicle shroud. A shroud
mentation will be required in
simulator.
^r scale tests will be perfor:-red on the B , ±.-ner II
optimum. antenna location, dete*:aine antenna
the location and sizing of F F window slots in
simulator and RE' radiation measuring instru-
addition to a telemetry system R EP
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4 .3.2. 8 Acoustic Test. An acoustic test will be performed on the Burner II
stage to ensure the equipment will withstand the Titan sound pressure levels.
A Burner II stage will be placed in a reverberation chamber and subjected to
the 145 db overall qualification spectrum. Vibration response of equipment
will be measured and compared to qualification levels.
4.3.2.9 Acceptance Test. Acceptance tests will be conducted on Burner IT
AVE and GSE to show compliance wit!: the quality assurance provisions of the
applicable CEI Specifications. These tests will include a flight si=lation
test and a weight and balance test to determine flight weight and verify
center of gravity and interface concentricity and parallelism.
4
-3'3_ General Dynamics Phase I Testing. The following tests will be ac-
complished at General Dynamics Convair, San Diego:
4
.3-3 .1 Fkysical Integration Test. A test will be performed to verify the
physical compatibility of the Burner II/Centaur Adapter with the Centaur
forward inter-Lace, the Burner II/Centaur interface electrical connectors
and the payload -to-Centaur cable electrical connectors. The adapter,
Burner II electrical simulator and payload electrical simulator will be
shipped to General Dynudcs from Boeing.
4.3.3.2 Functional InteE Lion Testing. Following the physical integration
test, Centaur electrical signal interfaces with Burner II and the payload
will be conducted using Burner II and payload electrical simulato-, s hooked
up with the Centaur interlace connectors. The.Eurner II destruct subsystem
Interface with the Centaur Command Destruct Subsystem will be verified
with an inert destruct subsystems in the adapter. The test support equipment
will be returned to Boeing after completion of the test.
4.3.4 Installatior, and Checkout fCesting . The Installation and Checkout
type testing to be required at the launch facility is s=zzarized in
Figure 3-5. Details of this testing will be developed in Task 7 and 3 of
the Integration Study. Overall field processin g sequences will be developed
to identify the space, equipment and test materials required.
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4	 GR t DOCUS:1TAT!CN	 1
The following paragraphs describe documentation that will be developed by
Boeing to support the Centaur/b rner 11 integration eft'ort. A large part
of this doc=ertacion will consist of revisions to e:ds ins Burner II
documentation to reflect changes in Burner II design L mi interfaces and
to reflect NASA requirements. These existing document3 ha,-c been identified
in parenthesis as appropriate.
4,4.1 Range Doem entation . A complete set of Burner II system Range
documentation has been prepared to support AFWZR launch programs. Over
thirty pages of the Program Requirements Document will require Burner II
system inputs. Range Safety documentation will be revised to reflect changes
In Burner II design, particularly as related to the Burner Ii/Centaur
to=and destruct interface. Existing Burner II Range Safety documentation is
contained in the following documents:
Flight- Termination System Report (D2-826T5-3)
Missile In-Flight Safety Report (D2- 826T;-2)
Pad'* Safety Report (D2-32675-1)
Appropriate Air Force or NASA do:=entation will be required for Burner II
telemetry data recovery beyond the confines of the AF'M telemetry receiving
stations.
4.4.2 Field Procedures. A series of Burner II documents (D2-82659) have
been prepared •containing the Installation and Checkout (I&C) and Countdown
procedures for field processing of the Burner II system. This document series
describes the following Burner II activities.
• OSE Installation and Checkout
• Off-Pad Installation and Checkout
• On-Fad Installation and Checkout
• Countdown Manual Inputs •
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These documents will be revised as necessary for compatibility with total
Titan/bentaur/Spacecraft/ITL Complex operations. Boeing responsibility for
Integration of the Spacecraft vitb Burner II will require integration of
Burner II and Spacecraft plans t-nd piveedures for ESA I&C activities.
U-4.3 Specifications. The acquisiton of a new hardware system by NASA
va "l1 ordinarily include development of new System and CEI Specifications.
Rovever, since a complete set of Burner II specifications have been }prepared
In accordance with AFSCM 375-1 and because of the similarities of the i11ASA
VC 500-1 to AFSC24 3T5-1 it is considered most cost effective to revise the
a3dating specifications.
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4. 1 - .4 interface Control Drawings. Burner II system z%""al ' s atth Centaur,
the shroud and the payload will include all pertinent phy_­ LcP1 and fur.:;ional
Interfaces including, as applicable, aligr"ment, attachment, -^paration, electri-
cal, 04T .  environmental, perfor--2rce and clearance provisions end responsibilities
The development of this type of ICD requires coordination with and arproval. from
!associate contractors and the corresponding I=A crganizat-icns.
The Burner II WE ICD with tht launch facility will in(aude installed electrical
equipment space, protection and utility requirements, cable installati:.rs,
service tower break-out box locations and air conditioning requirements.
4. 4
.5MQualitY Assurance Plan. The Quality Assurance Plan currently folla.4ed
for the Burner II Burner IIA Progran contained in the Technical Proposal
D2-116099 -3, will be used for the Burner II/Centaur Program. 'Phis plan has
been reviewed for compliance with the requirements and provisions of the 1" SA
publication 11?'C-200-2, "Quality Program Provisions for Space System Subcontractors
and it has been determined that it complies with the requirements and intent of
NPC-200-2 1 with one exception: The Burner II Quality Assurance Plan does not
provide for traceability to the extent 3pec;fied in NPC-200-2, a^, it has not been
on Air Force requirement. However, Boeing has provided Traceability, in coca-
plianze with iTPC-200-2, on other IASA Programs, and has the capability to provide
It for Burner II, per the Boeing Integrated Record System.
Traceability to the extent specified in ITPC-200-2 is not considered cost effective
for the Burner II/Centaur Program. The Burner II procedure provides traceability
at the equipment level, i.e., assembly records provide e4tipr..ent serialized
records. These manufacturing records will be used in determining the hardware
affected by Suspect Material Deficiencies.
4.4.6 Feliability Plan. The Reliability Program Plan currently used for the
Bum 173urrer IIArogrem (Document D2-32600-24) will be used far the
Bur--r II/Centaur Program, with no proposed major char.-e in scope. A revision
to the document will be required, to provide for possible differences in
customer reporting requirements, for contract documentation and other reference
charges, and for changes in reliability numerical requirements due to design,
interfaces, environment and mission profile differences.
The Burner II/Burner ZIA Reliability Program Plan has been reviewed for com-
pliance with the requirementa and provisions of the NASA ' s Publication
NPC-250-1, "Reliability Program Provisions for Space System Subcontractors",
and it has been determined that it complies with the requirements and intent
of VPC-250-1, with the following few exceptions:
A. Scetion 2.5 *"Reliability Indoctrination and Training".
The Blamer II Program has currently no forral provisions Oar this
training, at the program has been in existence over four years, Lad
the personnel participating in the program are skilled in the re-
liability ascurance procedures employed by The Boeing Company, which
empty with the NASA requirements.
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4.4.6 (Continr 44)
B. Section 3.0, "Parts and Materials Program"
As B=er II is a mature system, With equipment flight proven during
eight suceeasful flights, and from other progrww, a complete parts
and materials selection program is not applicable; howevers parts
and materials application and control Will be implement&A fp)r ar4
required design modifications, in accordance With the Reliability
Program Plan.
C. Section 3.10 ''Equipment Lobs"
Currant Burner IT requirements do not include Equipment Lcggs for
all equipment, below the Spacecraft level. It is noted, 1sbveyrrr,--that
the principal elements of this section are included in the lata packages
for all Cr'II level equipment, and that The Boeing Company's "Inte8p?ated
Records System%
 can accc=odate the requirements of Section 3.10 if they
are found desirable for Burner II. At present, the need for detailed
equipment logs is not envisioned..
D. Section 4.0 "Test and Evaluation"
All elements of this section, except the Reliability Demonstration Test
OW) are currently required on the Burner II program. An Burner IT
is a flight proven systems no RD"T' is planned for the Burner II/Centaur
Program.
E. Section 5.0 'Documentation"
Current Earner II reliability reporting requirements, Include a monthly
report 3f s tatus of failures and corrective actions ,  and a quarterly
report of reliability program element implementation status. The extent
of this r4porti is considered consistent With the magnitude and scope
OV the $urn+er IX/Centaur Program, and Weekly Summary Reports, as required
by WIC-250-1s are not preseatl ,y proposed,
it is noted that Boeing has successfully participated in other XW. Space
Program and has compllod.;vith itI2-BA04-raliabilit3r. requUvzenta ."Cox2liance
Vith NPC-250-1 in the Burner II/Centaur Program will be as defined in the
reprised Reliability Progreso Plan.,
4.4.7 Safet Plan. The System Safety vngiveerinS Plan currently used for
"fie V=er I	 er ZIA Program (Document D2-WOO-16) will be used for
the 2= ^ er IZ/centaur Provecse rc vised
 for an increase in scope to include
Safety Consideration for Boeing personnel options at ETR azA changes for
d ifearences in Vest Rouge Safety ro"irememts (AF= va Ardn).
'ihe Safety Plan will also require minor revisions to references of contracUAl .
and UW Safet 'documeutations for concurrence with the Burner II/Centaur
Program. The current scope of the Safety ArAl;yses specified in the Safety
PUnp which lncluis a System+ Iftard ,and an OyeratimS Safety , lysis, broasned
to encougass the Boeing Integration Task, Is eonsid+ered adequate for the
Dmzw Ii/Centaur P=grsae.
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Maintenance Flan. The maintenance concept x #.11 be similar to that
for t tee b Air :o ce Burner II Progra.,s, except that all zuaintenanre
gill be performed by the Contractor. Field-leml u^; ntenance will be limited
to "remove-and-replace" of individual units. Component re j-air will be
performed at the Contractor's plant. A complete set of spares will be supplied
at ETR. ReTAir cost pricing gill be based on Burner II e q ri.er^ce at IWM,
A Maintenance Plan vill 'ie prepared.
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